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 Estate planning involves making important decisions for 
the people you love.  If you do not plan, you will die “intestate,” 
which means the inheritance laws of your state, and not your 
wishes, will determine how your property will pass to your 
heirs.  Putting an estate plan in place now means you keep 
control over your legacy.  You cannot control fate, but you can 
plan for it.  Planning ahead can really put your mind at ease.  
 In this fact sheet, you will learn about:

s� 7ILLS�
s� 4HE�PROBATE�PROCESS�
s� 4RUSTS��INCLUDING�THE�DIFFERENCE�BETWEEN�REVOCABLE�AND�

irrevocable trusts.
s� /THER�WAYS�TO�LEAVE�ASSETS�OUTSIDE�OF�A�WILL�

Wills 
 A will is not just a document that lets you tell the world 
whom you want to get your assets.  A will allows you to name 
important people (an executor or personal representative) 
who will carry out your wishes.  It is also very important for 
people with young children because in a will you can name 
guardians of your minor children.  A judge will give the people 
you name priority over anyone else, but he/she will still in-
vestigate whether this person is likely to be a good choice.  
Make sure you discuss the responsibilities of guardianship 
with the potential guardian(s) before you write your will.  You 
also need to decide if and when you should tell your children 
about this decision. You are free to change guardians later 
on if, say, your chosen guardian gets divorced or remarried 
and moves to a different state.
� 4O�HAVE�A�VALID�WILL��YOU�MUST�BE�CONSIDERED�TO�HAVE�THE�
mental and legal capacity to understand what you are doing.  
You also must be considered free of undue influence, fraud, 
and duress.  
� -OST�WILLS�ARE�CALLED�ATTESTED�WILLS�� �4HIS� IS�A�WILL� THAT�
is witnessed and attested to by at least two witnesses and 
signed by you in their presence.  You can also write a holo-
GRAPHIC�WILL���4HIS�IS�A�WILL�THAT�IS�WRITTEN�AND�SIGNED�IN�YOUR�
OWN�HANDWRITING���4HERE�IS�NO�WITNESS�REQUIREMENT��BUT�YOUR�
handwriting must be verified.  Under current Oklahoma law, 
oral and video-only wills are invalid.
 At the start of your estate planning process, it is a good 
IDEA� TO� COMPLETE� A� &AMILY� )NVENTORY� �7ORKSHEET� �	�� 4HIS�
inventory should state what the asset/property is, where it is 
located, who owns it, the beneficiaries, how much is it worth, 
AND�HOW�TO�ACCESS�IT���4HIS�INCLUDES�LISTING�ACCOUNT�NUMBERS��
USERNAMES�AND�PASSWORDS��4HIS�INVENTORY�WILL�GIVE�YOU�A�BET-

Wills and Trusts

TER�IDEA�OF�WHAT�PROPERTY�TO�LIST�IN�YOUR�WILL���4HERE�ARE�WAYS�
to leave some of your assets and property to others outside 
OF�YOUR�WILL��4HESE�WILL�BE�DISCUSSED�LATER���
� 7HY�IS�IT�IMPORTANT�TO�LEAVE�AS�MANY�ASSETS�AS�YOU�CAN�TO�
others outside of your will?  Because your will must go through 
the probate process to be considered legally valid unless your 
ESTATE�IS�VERY�SMALL�SO�FORMAL�PROBATE�IS�NOT�REQUIRED�UNDER�
state law. 

Probate  
� 4HE�PROBATE�PROCESS�IS�THE�LEGAL�PROCESS�THROUGH�WHICH�
your property is properly transferred to other parties.  It is 
A�PUBLIC�PROCESS���4HE�PROCESS�CAN�INVOLVE�HAVING�TO�PROVE�
the will is valid, notifying all creditors and potential heirs, and 
resolving any contests to the will.  Probate can take anywhere 
from weeks to years, and can be very costly.  According to 
the National Association of Financial and Estate Planning 
(NAFEP), the national average cost of probate can run be-
TWEEN���PERCENT�AND����PERCENT�OF�YOUR�ESTATE���

s� 3OME�OF�THESE�FEES�ARE�SET�BY�LAW��SUCH�AS�COURT�FEES�OR�
REQUIRED�DOCUMENTS�

s� /THERS�CAN�BE�NEGOTIATED��SUCH�AS�THE�TYPES�OF�COSTS�OF�
services provided by your attorney.

 Oklahoma does not have an exempt amount below which 
PROBATE�IS�NOT�REQUIRED���(OWEVER��ESTATES�LESS�THAN����������
can be submitted for Summary Administration, an expedited 
probate process.  

s� 9OUR� PERSONAL� REPRESENTATIVE� �EXECUTOR	�WOULD� SUBMIT�
an application and an inventory of assets to the court.

s� )F�THE�COURT�FEELS�IT�IS�NECESSARY��IT�WILL�THEN�ORDER�AN�AP-
praisal of your assets.

s� !FTER�THIS��IT�WILL�ISSUE�AN�ORDER�FOR�A�lNAL�HEARING�TO�SETTLE�
the estate.  

� )F�THE�VALUE�OF�YOUR�ESTATE�IS�MORE�THAN�����������YOU�
may want to consider transferring assets out of your estate 
to make it eligible for Summary Administration.

If you do not make provision for property owned in a 
different state, it will need to go through ancillary probate 
(probate in the other state).
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&AMILY�)NVENTORY

7ORKSHEET��

Item Location Owner Value    Access Information                                                                                                  
  (Beneficiary)

Bank Accounts and CDs

Safe Deposit Boxes 

College Savings Plans and 
    Custodial Accounts

(OUSE�AND�OTHER�2EAL�%STATE

2ETIREMENT�0LANS��0ENSIONS��
������K��)2!S	�

Life Insurance and Annuities

Other Investments

Automobiles

Other Valuable Personal Property
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Trusts 

Trust Basics
 One way to leave assets to others outside of your will 
is to use a trust.  A trust is a legal agreement between two 
parties, the grantor (you) and the trustee (the manager of 
the trust), for the benefit of a third party known as the ben-
eficiary.  According to NAFEP, if you have a net worth of at 
LEAST����������AND�MEET�ONE�OF�THE�FOLLOWING�CONDITIONS��THEN�
a trust may be a useful estate planning tool:

s� !�SIZEABLE�AMOUNT�OF�YOUR�ASSETS�IS�IN�REAL�ESTATE�
s� 9OU�WANT�TO�LEAVE�YOUR�ESTATE�TO�YOUR�HEIRS�IN�A�WAY�NOT�

directly and immediately payable to them upon your 
death.

s� 9OU� WANT� TO� SUPPORT� YOUR� SURVIVING� SPOUSE�� BUT� ALSO�
want to ensure the remainder of your estate goes to your 
chosen heirs after your spouse dies.

s� 9OU�AND�YOUR�SPOUSE�WANT�TO�MAXIMIZE�YOUR�ESTATETAX�
exemptions.

s� 9OU�HAVE�A�DISABLED�RELATIVE�FOR�WHOM�YOU�WOULD�LIKE�TO�
PROVIDE�FOR�WITHOUT�DISQUALIFYING�HIM�OR�HER�FROM�-EDICAID�
or other government assistance.

s� 9OU�HAVE�A�BUSINESS�YOU�WISH�TO�KEEP�AS�AN�ONGOING�
concern with as little disruption as possible while the 
estate is being settled.

!DVANTAGES�OF�4RUSTS�
s� 9OU�CAN�PUT�CONDITIONS�ON�HOW�AND�WHEN�YOUR�ASSETS�

are distributed after your death.
s� 4HEY�CAN�REDUCE�ESTATE�AND�GIFT�TAXES�
s� 4RUSTS�DISTRIBUTE�ASSETS� TO�HEIRS�EFlCIENTLY�WITHOUT� THE�

cost, delay, and publicity of probate court.  
s� 4HEY�CAN�BETTER�PROTECT�YOUR�ASSETS�FROM�CREDITORS�AND�

lawsuits.
s� 4HEY�ARE�HARDER�TO�CHALLENGE�THAN�WILLS�

� 4RUSTS�ARE�mEXIBLE��VARIED��AND�COMPLEX��4HEY�CAN�BE�
CUSTOMIZED� TO� lT� YOUR� SITUATION�� (OWEVER�� ATTORNEYS� MAY�
charge more for trusts than for wills.  According to the NAFEP, 
A�BASIC�TRUST�PLAN�MAY�RUN�ANYWHERE�FROM��������TO��������
or more, depending on the complexity of the trust. Assets 
you want protected by the trust must be retitled in the name 
of the trust.  Anything not so titled when you die will have to 
be probated and may not go to the heir you intended.    

2EVOCABLE�VS��)RREVOCABLE�4RUSTS
� 4HERE�ARE�MANY�DIFFERENT�TYPES�OF�TRUSTS���%ACH�TYPE�HAS�
its own advantages and disadvantages, so discuss them 
thoroughly with your estate lawyer before setting up one.  
4WO�CLASSIlCATIONS�OF�TRUSTS�ARE�REVOCABLE�OR�IRREVOCABLE���!�
revocable trust can be changed or revoked by you at any 
TIME��PROVIDED�YOU�ARE�NOT�MENTALLY�INCAPACITATED���7ITH�AN�
irrevocable trust, the terms of the trust cannot be changed 
until the terms or purposes of the trust have been completed.  
As with any trust, you will still need what is called a “pour-over 
will” to include any assets or property accidentally omitted 
when the trust was enacted. 
� 2EVOCABLE�TRUSTS�ARE�ONE�OF� THE�MOST� FREQUENTLY�USED�
estate planning tools.  It is also referred to as a living trust. 
Many revocable trusts share the following characteristics:    

s� 9OU�RETAIN�THE�RIGHT�TO�CHANGE�OR�CANCEL�THE�TRUST�AGREE-
MENT�AT�ANY�TIME�BEFORE�YOUR�DEATH���4HIS�ALSO�MEANS�
you retain control of the assets in the trust.  

s� 9OU�ARE�RESPONSIBLE�FOR�REPORTING�THE�TRUST�S�INCOME�ON�
YOUR�INCOME�TAX�RETURNS�BECAUSE�THE�)23�CONSIDERS�YOU�
to have beneficial interest.  

s� 7HILE�YOU�CAN�CHOOSE�SOMEONE�ELSE��SUCH�AS�A�BANK��TO�
be the trustee, most people choose to manage the trust 
themselves, and then appoint a “successor trustee” (often 
a family member) to do so after death.

s� !S�THE�TRUSTEE��YOU�ARE�RESPONSIBLE�FOR�MAKING�SURE�THE�
assets get properly transferred into the trust and retitled.  

s� !T� THE�TIME�OF�YOUR�DEATH��OR�DISABILITY	��YOUR� TRUST�HAS�
specific instructions of how to manage and distribute the 
assets in the trust.

  
 On the other hand, an irrevocable trust is considered an 
independent legal entity.  

s� 9OU� �THE�GRANTOR	�WILL� NEED� TO�CHOOSE�AN� INDEPENDENT�
trustee to manage your trust. You will have to pay the 
TRUSTEE�A�MANAGEMENT�FEE��USUALLY�BETWEEN������PERCENT�
AND������PERCENT�OF�THE�ASSETS�BEING�MANAGED	��UNLESS�
he/she chooses to not to be compensated.  

s� 4HE� TRUSTEE� WILL� HAVE� TO� lLE� TAX� RETURNS� ON� THE� TRUST�S�
BEHALF���4HUS��THE�INCOME�FROM�THE�TRUST�WILL�NOT�APPEAR�
on your income tax returns.

s� -AKE�SURE�THE�TRUSTEE�HAS�PROPERLY�TRANSFERRED�AND�RETITLED�
your assets.

s� !LL�OF�THE�PROPERTY�IN�THE�IRREVOCABLE�TRUST��PLUS�ALL�FUTURE�
appreciation on the property, is transferred out of your 
TAXABLE�ESTATE��4HIS�REDUCES�YOUR�ULTIMATE�ESTATE�TAX�LI-
ability.  

s� 9OUR�PROPERTY�IS�BETTER�PROTECTED�FROM�CREDITORS�THAN�WITH�
a revocable living trust.  

s� /NE�OF�THE�KEY�BENElTS�OF�THIS�TYPE�OF�TRUST�IS�THAT�YOU�CAN�
avoid Medicaid spend-down provisions by transferring 
assets out of the estate (but you need to do this at least 
five years before applying for Medicaid).  

s� 4HE�DOWNSIDE� TO� THIS� TYPE�OF� TRUST� IS� THAT�YOU�WILL� LOSE�
control over the assets in the trust.

/THER�7AYS�TO�,EAVE�!SSETS�
/UTSIDE�OF�A�7ILL�
� 2EMEMBER��FOR�A�WILL�TO�HAVE�ANY�LEGAL�EFFECT��IT�MUST�BE�
SUBMITTED� FOR� PROBATE�� 0ROBATE� IS� GENERALLY� REQUIRED� WHEN�
someone dies with any property not handled by a trust or 
other will substitute.
� 7HETHER� OR� NOT� REAL� ESTATE� AND� OTHER� lNANCIAL� ASSETS�
such as mutual funds, go through probate depends on how 
the property is owned.  Property owned with the right of sur-
vivorship is not subject to probate. Property owned this way 
cannot be left to others in a will or trust.  Most couples own 
their houses in joint tenancy with the right of survivorship.  
4HE�HOUSE�WOULD�PASS�TO�THE�SURVIVING�SPOUSE�WITHOUT�GOING�
THROUGH�PROBATE���4HE�HOUSE�WILL�GO�THROUGH�PROBATE�AFTER�THE�
surviving spouse dies unless the property deed is retitled and/
or the property is placed into a trust.
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%FFECTIVE� .OVEMBER� ������ /KLAHOMANS� CAN� TRANSFER�
real property like homes outside probate through the 
USE�OF�A�TRANSFERONDEATH��4/$	�DEED��4HE�PROPERTY�
owner must title the property as transfer-on-death and 
designate a beneficiary (and an alternative beneficiary). 
4HE�OWNER�THEN�NEEDS�TO�SIGN�THE�4/$�DEED�AND�RECORD�
the deed in the county where the property is located. 
Unfortunately, this cannot be done for vehicles and other 
titled personal property.

 Another way to avoid probate and pass along assets 
outside of a will is by naming beneficiaries to certain types of 
asset accounts.  Examples of accounts where you can name 
beneficiaries are: 

s� LIFE�INSURANCE�POLICIES�
s� ANNUITIES�
s� RETIREMENT�PLANS�
s� BROKERAGE�ACCOUNTS�
s� BANK�ACCOUNTS���

Be sure to keep these beneficiary designations up to date.

 Do not name minor children as direct beneficiaries; they 
CANNOT�OWN�ASSETS�UNTIL�THEY�TURN������)NSTEAD��NAME�A�TRUST�
(for the child) as a beneficiary or have the money put into a 
CUSTODIAL�ACCOUNT��4RY�NOT�TO�NAME�A�CHARITY��BUSINESS��OR�SOME�
OTHER�ORGANIZATION�AS�A�BENElCIARY�FOR�A�RETIREMENT�PLAN���4HE�
)23�WILL�REQUIRE�THE�MONEY�TO�BE�TAKEN�OUT�AFTER�lVE�YEARS���
If you name “designated” beneficiaries for your retirement 
PLANS��I�E���YOUR�SPOUSE�AND�OR�ADULT�CHILDREN	��THEN�THE�)23�
will allow your heirs to keep the money in the account and let 
it continue growing tax-deferred.  If you have already started 
taking distributions, your beneficiaries can continue using your 
distribution plan.  Be sure to discuss the options with your plan 
administrator and your tax advisor.
� 9OU�CAN�ALSO�DESIGNATE�BROKERAGE�ACCOUNTS�AS�4/$�TO�
avoid the probate process. Likewise, bank accounts can be 
designated as payable-on-death (POD) to skip the probate 
process.  POD accounts get the FDIC insurance limit for each 
QUALIFYING�BENElCIARY��4/$�AND�0/$�ARE�NOT�QUITE�AS�mEXIBLE�
as wills and trusts. Only primary beneficiaries can be named. 
If primary beneficiaries die before (or with) you, the money 
will go through probate.  

3UMMARY
� 7RITING�YOUR�WILL�AND�CONSIDERING�TRUST�ARRANGEMENTS�ARE�
important parts of an estate plan. You also need to determine 
who will conduct your affairs if you become disabled, inca-
pacitated, or incompetent.  Consider adding an Advanced 
(EALTH� #ARE� $IRECTIVE� TO� YOUR� ESTATE� PLAN��4HE�!DVANCED�
Directive contains four parts:

s� ,IVING�WILL��YOUR�WISHES�ON�WHETHER�YOU�WANT�TO�BE�KEPT�
alive by artificial means),

s� !PPOINTMENT�OF�A�HEALTH�CARE�PROXY��SOMEONE�TO�MAKE�
medical decisions for you),

s� /RGAN�DONATION�
s� 'ENERAL�PROVISIONS��

� 4HE�!DVANCED�$IRECTIVE�FORM�CAN�BE�DOWNLOADED�FOR�FREE�
AT�THE�/KLAHOMA�$EPARTMENT�OF�(UMAN�3ERVICES�WEBSITE��
http://www.okdhs.org/library/pubs�� 4HE� FORM� NEEDS� TO� BE�
witnessed by two adults who will not inherit from you, but it 
DOES�NOT�HAVE�TO�BE�NOTARIZED�
� 4O�HELP�YOUR�FAMILY�WITH�lNAL�EXPENSES��YOU�MAY�ALSO�WANT�
to consider purchasing life insurance. Download Oklahoma 
#OOPERATIVE�%XTENSION�&ACT�3HEET�4������Life Insurance for 
more information. More information on these documents and 
the estate planning process can be found by downloading 
the Prepare Your Estate Plan lesson at http://www.extension.
org�OR�/#%3�#IRCULAR�%�����Estate Planning – A Simplified 
Guide for Farm and Ranch Families. 

Resources
E8TENSION�ORG�������	��0REPARE�9OUR�%STATE�0LAN���2ETRIEVED�

from http://www.extension.org/pages/Prepare_Your_Es-
tate_Plan

/KLAHOMA� #OOPERATIVE� %XTENSION� 3ERVICE�� ������� *UNE	��
Estate Planning – A Simplified Guide for Oklahoma 
Farm and Ranch Families. �#IRCULAR�%���	��3TILLWATER��
OK: Author. Available at http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/
DOCUSHARE�DSWEB�'ET�$OCUMENT�����%������
POD�����PDF

3T��0IERRE��%�� �����	�,IFE� )NSURANCE��3TILLWATER��/KLAHOMA��
/KLAHOMA�#OOPERATIVE�%XTENSION�&ACT�3HEET�4������
Available at: http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/
DSWEB�'ET�$OCUMENT�����4����WEB�PDF

http://www.okdhs.org/library/pubs
http://www.extension.org
http://www.extension.org
http://www.extension.org/pages/Prepare_Your_Estate_Plan
http://www.extension.org/pages/Prepare_Your_Estate_Plan
http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-3592/E-726%20pod2011.pdf%20
http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-3592/E-726%20pod2011.pdf%20
http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-3592/E-726%20pod2011.pdf%20
http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-7781/T-4156web.pdf
http://pods.dasnr.okstate.edu/docushare/dsweb/Get/Document-7781/T-4156web.pdf

